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Introduction

This dissertation is concerned with the English Christmas carol. It considers present day
carol singing in all its forms and puts this into context regarding the origins and path through
history of the various types of carols sung today. The current interest in long forgotten carols and
whether there is a growing renaissance in Christmas carols is examined. Finally the work considers
what might happen in the future and whether the carols will survive.
This work was inspired by the author’s lengthy personal involvement with traditional
English folk song. The experience of singing ‘Sheffield carols’ (which will be described later on)
in South Yorkshire and finally the joint organisation of, and researching local carols for, a new
carolling tradition in Bradford-on-Avon (which will also be talked about in more detail in a later
chapter) has led to a deep fascination with the subject.
The evolution or journey of the English Christmas carol is strange and fascinating with
many surprises on the way. However exploring every aspect of all the different varieties of
Christmas carol would be far too broad a subject for the given constraints of this dissertation so it
has had to be restricted to English carols that are sung today, including obscure carols as well as the
standard church repertoire. Therefore it does not include early and medieval church carols that have
been covered in depth by many other authors.
In addition to standard church carols, the dissertation is also concerned with traditional folk
carols, wassails and eighteenth and early nineteenth century gallery carols that did not become part
of the standard repertoire. The ways in which various types of carols survived are explored,
including the work of early twentieth century folk song collectors and more recent researchers, and
also reasons why some carols did not survive. The effects of the seventeenth century ban on
festivities and Christmas carols are investigated. In order to discuss gallery carols and put them into
perspective it has been necessary to spend a whole chapter considering the historical and social
situation regarding the rise and fall of gallery music as well as describing the carols of the period.
As well as books on the subject of Christmas carols it has been very informative to read the
introductions to many collections of carols produced at different periods in history. Some
collections also include notes on the carols which establish sources. Databases in libraries and the
internet were searched for collections of old carols. The Vaughan Williams Memorial Library
proved a good source of material including books and pamphlets which are difficult to find
elsewhere. Articles in Folk Music Journals and on the website of the West Gallery Music
Association also offered a wealth of useful material. Experts in the field were contacted and were
very helpful. There are several extremely knowledgeable experts regarding gallery carols, who
have done extensive research and searched out old manuscripts which I understand have been
discovered in almost every part of England.
It is necessary to define a few terms that will be frequently used in this work to describe
some types of carols and their method of survival. The term ‘living traditions’ is used to describe
situations where carols have been sung in a secular context for centuries and the tradition is still
continuing. Carols that were sung in the west gallery of many churches during the eighteenth and
early nineteenth century will be referred to as ‘gallery carols’. Ancient carols that have been passed
down through generations by word of mouth rather than being composed and written down are
referred to as ‘folk’ or ‘traditional’ carols and this method of transmission is referred to as ‘the oral
tradition’. Theobald (2012) describes traditional folk songs and carols.
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Something which is traditional was composed or written by the common folk of the time, not the skilled
musicians; it would rarely have been written down, instead being preserved by each generation learning the
tune and words by hearing them being sung - the "oral tradition" - and the name of the original author or
composer has long since been forgotten.
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Chapter One - Literature Review

There is a substantial quantity of literature available regarding the history and origins of
English Christmas carols. This review describes some of the more useful resources on the subject.
It also refers to websites containing information about present day carol singing outside of the
church context, including both old surviving traditions and more recent events.
A number of old carolling traditions that are still in existence are explored in an article in the
News Magazine section of the BBC website ‘The unique carol singing traditions of the UK’ (BBC,
2009). However, perhaps the most famous of the old traditions is in the Sheffield area and is
described in the article ‘The Sheffield Carols’ (Callaghan, 2002) which appears on the South Riding
Folk Arts Network website.
Examples of websites which refer to more recent events include ‘A celebration of the
Exmoor Carols Tradition’ (Wren Music, 2012) which describes the Exmoor Carols Day in which
singers and instrumentalists from all over the country get together to sing old carols from the
Exmoor area. Similarly the Village Carols website gives information about the Festival of Village
Carols which takes place in Sheffield. An article about a regular event in Essex, ‘The Leigh-on-Sea
Folk Carol Service’ (Theobald, 2012), can be found on the website for the folk group, The Famous
Potatoes. ‘Village Carols in Bradford on Avon’ (Timson, 2012) gives information about the
Bradford on Avon carollers, a new tradition that only started in 2009. These present-day events will
be discussed in detail later in the dissertation.
One of the more comprehensive sources of information about English Christmas carols is a
television documentary ‘The Truth about Christmas Carols’ (BBC, 2009) which covers virtually the
entire history and origins of Christmas carols including current traditions and features interviews
with several experts in the field. Chandler (2010) A Wessex Nativity: Celebrating Midwinter in
Somerset, Dorset and Wiltshire covers the whole history of Christmas and goes into great detail
about Christmas carols. Despite its concentration on the West Country much of the detail applies to
the whole of England.
Academic books regarding the history of Christmas carols, written prior to the 1970s, such
as Duncan’s (1911) The Story of the Carol or Routley’s (1958) The English Carol fail to mention
gallery carols from the eighteen and early nineteenth centuries. This is because carols from the this
era were forgotten and did not come to light until 1971 when an old manuscript book containing
gallery music was discovered by Gordon Ashman in a church (interview with Jack Crawford,
Chairman of the West Gallery Music Association, 2.1.2013.). Court points out that ‘The music has
generally, until the New Oxford Book of Carols, been overlooked by scholarly modern compilers’.
(Court 1996:viii) Thomas Hardy's novel Under the Greenwood Tree (1903) is largely concerned
with the gallery choir and band and the demise of it when the organ was brought in to replace it.
Hardy’s preface dated 1896 tells us more about the church bands and choirs generally. Hardy’s
short story (1894) ‘Absent-mindedness in a parish church’ from Life’s Little Ironies: a set of tales
with some colloquial sketches entitled A Few Crusted Characters describes how a church band were
disbanded after they all went to sleep during the sermon and awoke thinking they were playing at
the previous night's dance and played the lively dance tune ‘The Devil Among the Tailors’. See
Appendix 3 for the full story.
On the other hand there is a great deal of historical information in more recent books and
articles about carols from the gallery era, by experts who have researched extensively in the field.
The website for the West Gallery Music Association (WGMA) has several articles on the subject
3
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including Gordon Ashman’s (1994 and 2000) ‘Introduction to West Gallery Music’. Collections of
carols from this era often have introductions which contain useful insight into the history of gallery
music and information about the origins of the carols. These include West Gallery Harmony:
Carols and Celebrations (1998) edited by G. and I. Ashman, and Holman and Drage’s (1997)
collection A Christmas Celebration: 11 Carols from Georgian England. Court, G. (1996) Carols of
the Westcountry is a collection of carols taken largely from the gallery tradition. The introduction
includes anecdotes and quotes from writings which describe the workings of a church band from
Leighland in Somerset during the west gallery era. Wilson’s (2012) Come Sing for the Season:
Exmoor Carols – Volume 1 is a collection of carols from Exmoor compiled and edited by Paul
Wilson of Wren Music, based on research done by Bob and Jacqueline Patten. The preface to this
book tells the story of the research and describes carolling traditions in each of the Exmoor villages
in turn. It also examines the origins of some of the carols and how they were kept alive.
Ian Russell has written several articles about what are popularly known as the ‘Sheffield
carols’ which are sung in pubs in the villages to the west of Sheffield. He has also produced the
following collections of carols from the Sheffield area, Sheffield Book of Village Carols (1994),
Singer, Song and Scholar (1986) and also A Festival of Village Carols (1994) compiled for the first
village carols festival (which will be described later). The introductions to Russell’s books explain
in detail how the carols have survived within the community.
The appendices from Keyte and Parrott’s (1992) The New Oxford Book of Carols include a
very detailed section about gallery carols including the types of harmonies used and instruments
played, and another section entitled ‘Gilbert, Sandys, and the Revival of the English Folk Carol’.
Both Gilbert and Sandys made collections of carols from Cornwall in the 1820s and 1830s because
they realised that English folk carols were already in decline. Gilbert’s (1822) Ancient Christmas
Carols, with the tunes to which they were formerly sung in the West of England is the first
collection of carols collected and produced by someone who realised that they were dying out and
needed to be preserved. Sandys (1833) Christmas Carols, Ancient and Modern includes a very long
introduction which is, considering its age, surprisingly clearly written, informative and makes easy
reading. He includes the origins of wassails and medieval drama and even talks about the first
books of carols to be printed. Lloyd’s Folk Song in England (1967) includes a chapter about songs
of ceremony and occasion in which he discusses the origins of standard church carols and also the
importance of the collections of carols by Sandys and Gilbert. A much later collection of carols
from Padstow is Worden’s (1971) Strike Sound: A Collection of Padstow Carols.
The early twentieth century folklorist Cecil Sharp produced two collections of carols, one of
which was the fifth volume of his series Folk Songs from Somerset (1909), and English Folk Carols
(1911). At the same time Alice Gillington was collecting folk songs from gypsies and produced a
set of carols from them Old Christmas Carols of the Southern Counties (1910).
Bradley’s, (1999) The Penguin Book of Carols is not only a collection of carols but contains a great
deal of historical information about them. However there is no musical score given. In his
introduction Bradley explains that ‘It covers the full spectrum of the carol tradition both
chronologically and geographically.’ Bradley (1999:xvii) comments on Dearmers’ Oxford Book of
Carols (1928) and how it ‘brought together numerous pre-reformation texts and tunes’. Bradley
compares it with its successor, The New Oxford Book of Carols (1992) which he describes as a
‘more scholarly volume reflecting the considerable contemporary interest in recovering and
researching old tunes and texts.’
However one of the more fascinating carol collections, Carols from Somerset (1967), was
produced by the Somerset Federation of Women's Institutes. It is a curious little hand-produced,
unpublished booklet containing ten carols sent in by members of the women’s institutes. Two of
4
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the carols were composed by members and the other eight are either traditional folk carols or
originate from the gallery era. They are all quite obscure, none having become part of present day
church repertoire, and they are all from Somerset; the booklet giving the name of the place where
each carol was found. The booklet is held in the Performing Arts Library based at Yeovil.
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Chapter Two - Origins of Early Traditional Carols

Although today the word carol is usually associated with religious Christmas songs it is also
used for other types of seasonal songs, such as mayday carols. However the origin of the term
comes from dance, a carol being a circle dance accompanied by singing. Greene (1977:xxiv) refers
to the works of Chaucer where the word ‘carol’ ‘is used consistently in the sense of ‘dance with
song’, repeatedly in The Romance of the Rose’. Greene (1977:xxviii) also refers to carols
mentioned in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight which he says are ‘definitely associated with the
Christmas season. The word seems usually to mean, for the author of Sir Gawain as for Chaucer,
the combined song and dance of the carole.’ Ashman (1998:vi) tells us that ‘The earliest definitions
suggest a choral dance or a round dance accompanied by singing whilst later meanings suggest a
song of praise or joy, especially for Christmas.’ Characteristic features of Christmas carols are the
chorus, refrain or burden for people to join in with and also its concern with the Nativity. As
Bradley (1999:xi) explains,
In content, as well as musical style, the carol is distinct from the hymn, generally eschewing theology in favour
of narrative and focusing on the drama of the Nativity with its cast of innkeepers, shepherds, wise men, stars
and beasts in the manger rather than in direct praise of God.

There is an emotional need for winter festivities in cold Northern countries with short days
and long nights. Chandler (2010:3) points out that ‘Many cultures and religions have evolved
midwinter festivals, to mark the turning point in the sun’s annual cycle.’ Singing would
undoubtedly be an important part of the celebration and in some ways Christmas carols are a
continuation of that ancient tradition. As Duncan (1911:10) suggests ‘Festivals without song were
unheard of.’ The Norse tradition known as Yule, which included decorating the house with
greenery such as holly, ivy and mistletoe, merged with traditions brought over by the Romans,
which included feasting and present-giving. These different traditions led to our Christmas
celebrations, and the religious festival of Christmas became part of those celebrations. ‘When the
Roman empire converted to Christianity in the fourth century their pagan midwinter celebrations
were replaced by celebrations of the birth of Christ.’ (BBC:2009). Chandler also explains how
Christianity absorbed elements of the pagan festivities and ‘began to identify the birth of Jesus with
the rebirth of the sun at the winter solstice.’ However, as Chandler (2010:258-9) also points out
‘there is nothing in the biblical accounts to fix the nativity to December, or even to the Winter
season.’ Christmas was almost certainly fixed at midwinter so that the Church could take over the
existing festivities for its own purposes. Bradley (1999:ix) says that carols ‘originally had nothing
to do with Christmas, nor even with Christianity. They were among the many pagan customs taken
over by the medieval Christian Church.’
Lloyd (1975:95) remarks that
Dread of hunger is the source of many folk customs and songs, and the sacrifices, ritual feasting, festivals of
fire and light that celebrated the passing of the winter solstice and the advent of the season of seed-sowing and
new beginnings, had so firm a grip on the hearts of the people that the Church was impelled to take over the
‘satanic’ celebration.

Another type of ancient midwinter song is the wassail, a term which, as Chandler (2010:8)
explains, comes from the old English wes-hal meaning ‘good health’. Sandys (1833:liii) gives an
account of the legendary origin of the term.
The term Wassail, or Wassel, is generally derived from the salutation of Rowena, daughter of the Saxon
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Hengist, to the British King Vortigern, in the early part of the 5th century, when she presented him with a bowl
of some favourite liquor, welcoming him with the words “Louerd king wass-heil,” to which he answered as he
was directed, “Drinc heile.”

However wassailing did not only include singing but originated as the blessing of apple orchards,
crops or cattle. As Howes (1969:196) informs us ‘The wassail songs belong not to Christmas but to
New Year… They have nothing religious about them, but a fair number of pagan elements,
sympathetic magic, fertility worship through the wassail bough, apple trees and mistletoe’. Howes
(1969:198) explains that wassails are also sung ‘where apples are not the appropriate crop’ and how
‘the farm animals are toasted by name, Cherry or Dobbin.’ This is seen in Example 1, ‘the
Gloucestershire Wassail.’ (Cherry and Dobbin are horses and Broad May, Colly and Fillpail are
cows). Wassails were later often sung from house to house, offering a good luck drink. Sandys
(1833:liv) describes how ‘In the 17th century the wassail bowl was carried round to the houses of
the gentry and others with songs, the bearers expecting a gratuity wherever they proffered it’
therefore wassails sometimes include verses about begging for food, drink or money and wishing
good luck, hence the words of the last verse. Christmas carols were later sung from door to door in
much the same way, a tradition which may have originated from wassailing. Lloyd (1975:96)
explains that ‘The begging motive in songs of this kind is important, not gratuitous, for it is simply
a recollection of the sacrificial offerings that were thought obligatory if the magic was to do its
work.’
Example 1. The Gloucestershire Wassail

Wassail, wassail all over the town
Our toast it is white and our ale it is brown
Our bowl it is made of the white maple tree
With the wassailing bowl, we'll drink to thee
So here is to Cherry and to his right cheek
Pray God send our master a good piece of beef
And a good piece of beef that may we all see
With the wassailing bowl, we'll drink to thee
And here is to Dobbin and to his right eye
Pray God send our master a good Christmas pie
A good Christmas pie that may we all see
With the wassailing bowl, we'll drink to thee
So here is to Broad May and to her broad horn
May God send our master a good crop of corn
7
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And a good crop of corn that may we all see
With the wassailing bowl, we'll drink to thee
And here is to Fillpail and to her left ear
Pray God send our master a happy New Year
And a happy New Year as e'er he did see
With the wassailing bowl, we'll drink to thee
And here is to Colly and to her long tail
Pray God send our master he never may fail
A bowl of strong beer! I pray you draw near
And our jolly wassail it's then you shall hear
Come butler, come fill us a bowl of the best
Then we hope that your soul in heaven may rest
But if you do draw us a bowl of the small
Then down shall go butler, bowl and all
Then here's to the maid in the lily white smock
Who tripped to the door and slipped back the lock
Who tripped to the door and pulled back the pin
For to let these jolly wassailers in.
Many ancient traditional winter folk songs feature holly and ivy, which as we have seen
were important elements of pagan winter celebrations. Some of these acquired religious verses
turning them into Christmas carols, for example the Holly and the Ivy, or the Sans Day (or St Day)
Carol, shown at Example 2.
Example 2. The Sans Day Carol
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1. Now the holly bears a berry as white as the milk,
And Mary bore Jesus, who was wrapped up in silk:
Chorus:
And Mary bore Jesus Christ our Saviour for to be,
And the first tree in the greenwood, it was the holly.
Holly! Holly!
And the first tree in the greenwood, it was the holly!
2. Now the holly bears a berry as green as the grass,
And Mary bore Jesus, who died on the cross:
3. Now the holly bears a berry as black as the coal,
And Mary bore Jesus, who died for us all:
4. Now the holly bears a berry, as blood is it red,
Then trust we our Saviour, who rose from the dead:

Sometimes other folk songs acquired religious verses as well. ‘quite a few of these carols
looked suspiciously like they started out life as ordinary songs about other things altogether and at
some point they got adapted to the Christmas story.’ (BBC:2009). The carol ‘Tomorrow shall be
my dancing day’ is referred to as an example of a folk song that has had religious text added to it to
make it a Christmas carol. The words, as can be seen from Example 3, could easily have been a
love song before the religious verses were added. However traditional Christmas carols were not
always seasonal songs with the addition of religious verses; religious themes were a popular subject
of ancient folk songs. Ballad carols such as ‘the Bitter Withy’ or ‘the Cherry Tree Carol’, tell
stories about religious characters.
Example 3. Tomorrow shall be my Dancing Day

1. Tomorrow shall be my dancing day;
I would my true love did so chance
To see the legend of my play,
To call my true love to my dance;

9
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Chorus
Sing, oh! my love, oh! my love, my love, my love,
This have I done for my true love
2. Then was I born of a virgin pure,
Of her I took fleshly substance
Thus was I knit to man's nature
To call my true love to my dance.
3. In a manger laid, and wrapped I was
So very poor, this was my chance
Betwixt an ox and a silly poor ass
To call my true love to my dance.
4. Then afterwards baptized I was;
The Holy Ghost on me did glance,
My Father’s voice heard from above,
To call my true love to my dance.
5. Into the desert I was led,
Where I fasted without substance;
The Devil bade me make stones my bread,
To have me break my true love's dance.
6. The Jews on me they made great suit,
And with me made great variance,
Because they loved darkness rather than light,
To call my true love to my dance.
7. For thirty pence Judas me sold,
His covetousness for to advance:
Mark whom I kiss, the same do hold!
The same is he shall lead the dance.
8. Before Pilate the Jews me brought,
Where Barabbas had deliverance;
They scourged me and set me at nought,
Judged me to die to lead the dance.
9. Then on the cross hanged I was,
Where a spear my heart did glance;
There issued forth both water and blood,
To call my true love to my dance.
10. Then down to hell I took my way
For my true love's deliverance,
And rose again on the third day,
Up to my true love and the dance.
11. Then up to heaven I did ascend,
Where now I dwell in sure substance
On the right hand of God, that man
May come unto the general dance.
10
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Although Latin Christmas hymns had long been heard in churches and monasteries, the
tradition for singing Christmas carols in the vernacular came over from Italy in the thirteenth
century via the Franciscans. Bradley (1999:x) describes the development of the lauda, a ‘vernacular
Italian religious folk song with a dance rhythm which is often regarded as the prototype of the
Christmas carol.’ He later tells us how ‘The Franciscans first brought the Christmas carol and the
idea of the crib and Christmas story as we know it to England over from Italy.’ Goodall
(BBC:2009) explained that St Francis of Assisi ‘felt that too much emphasis had been placed on the
cross of Jesus and not enough on the crib,’ and that ‘St Francis and his followers took the popular
folk dances of the day and gave them sacred words.’ Christmas carols started life in England as a
secular, social activity. Sandys (1833:cxvii) explains why some of the early carols have Latin
mixed in with the English text, ‘in some of early ones scraps of Latin will be found introduced,
adopted probably from the Christmas hymns, for which these songs were intended as a substitute.’
Carols, however, were not solely a secular activity for, as Bradley (1999:xi) explains, the church
adopted them as part of their Christmas service.
Carol singing in the later Middle Ages was not just a popular extra-ecclesiastical activity, however. The
Church saw its appeal and potential and acknowledged that it provided more appetizing fare for most
worshippers than the monotonous tones of Gregorian chant or the severity of ancient Latin office hymns.

Christmas carols were at their height of popularity from the early fifteenth century until the
Reformation and almost as soon as the technology became available printed collections of carols
began to be produced, the first being Christmasse Carolles Newely Enprinted by Wynkyn de
Worde (1521). Sandys (1833:cxviii) tells us that it contained ‘amongst others the celebrated Boar’s
Head carol, anciently sung upon the introduction of that dish on Christmas-day.’ It is likely that the
book only contained the words but no music, as Keyte and Parrott (1992:433) when referring to the
Boar’s Head Carol state that ‘No early musical setting survives.’ Sandys also says that the book is
‘the oldest printed collection of Christmas of carols’.
Music and performance were very popular in sixteenth century Tudor England. Music
thrived because Henry V111 loved music, played instruments and composed tunes. He even
composed songs and carols himself such as ‘Green Growth the Holly’ of which Greene (1977:486)
says ‘the words as well as the music have been generally attributed to King Henry VIII, shows a
literary adaptation of the old folk-theme of the holly and the ivy.’ (See Example 4) He also enjoyed
masques and pageants in which he was a performer as well as a spectator. Medieval drama such as
mystery plays were performed at Easter, Christmas and Whitsuntide, the stories for which were
drawn from the Bible. However plays of this nature had been performed long before the Tudors.
Sandys (1833:xvi) informs us that
The ecclesiastics are said to have introduced miracle-plays and scripture histories about the end of the eleventh
century, and they were become common in the time of Henry the second. The secular plays which they were
intended to replace were of a comic nature, with coarse jests introduced, accompanied by music, dancing,
mimicry &c. and principally performed by strolling minstrels. The clergy, now adding instruction to
amusement, found the representation of their plays very effective in withdrawing the populace from the
licentiousness of the secular performances, and consequently endeavoured to render the construction of them
more interesting and the machinery more imposing
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Example 4. Green Grow'th the Holly

3.

Full gold the harvest
Grain for thy labour
With God must work for daily bread.
Else, man, thou starvest.

4.

Fast fall the shed leaves,
Russet and yellow
But resting-buds are snug and safe
Where swung the dead leaves

5.

Green growth the holly.
So doth the ivy;
The God of life can never die.
Hope! saith the holly.

12
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Goodall (BBC:2009) tells us that mystery plays told bible stories in a ‘vivid and imaginative way.’
Howes (1969:183) explains how mystery plays, in the same way as carols but unlike church
services, made the Christmas story human and personal in a way that actors and audience could
relate to, feeling that it was about real people.
‘The carol marks the same tendency to emancipate religious feeling from too restrictive ecclesiastical influence
and too humanize it. Hence the appearance of Joseph, Herod, three Wise Men, shepherds in the fields and so
on as very human people like the citizens of York, Chester or Coventry who impersonated them in the mystery
plays.’

Some Christmas carols originated from these plays. ‘The Coventry Carol’ (See Example 5) came
from the pageant of ‘the Shearman and Tailors’ Company at Coventry. Howes (1969:184) explains
that it is sung by the women of Bethlehem just before the slaughter of the innocents. Some of these
plays are still being performed today, as Routley (1958:110) points out ‘We have the “Mystery “
cycles of Wakefield, Chester, Coventry and York preserved to us.’
Example 5. Coventry Carol

Lully, lullay, Thou little tiny Child,
Bye, bye, lully, lullay.
Lullay, thou little tiny Child,
Bye, bye, lully, lullay.
O sisters too, how may we do,
For to preserve this day
This poor youngling for whom we do sing
Bye, bye, lully, lullay.
13
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Herod, the king, in his raging,
Charged he hath this day
His men of might, in his own sight,
All young children to slay.
That woe is me, poor Child for Thee!
And ever mourn and sigh,
For thy parting neither say nor sing,
Bye, bye, lully, lullay.
Throughout history church authorities were never happy to see the religious and secular
become intermingled. The politicians of the seventeenth century were religious puritans who
associated celebrations, music, singing and dancing with paganism and also with the Roman
Catholic Church. Doe (2005) also says that the puritans ‘argued that nowhere in the Bible had God
called upon his people to celebrate the nativity in this manner.’ Chandler (2010:4) says ‘After about
1600 the traditional Christmas, along with other reminders of the pagan and Catholic past, came
under attack from religious zealots and, to a lesser extent mainstream protestants.’ In 1647 there
was an act of parliament banning all Christmas celebrations. ‘Puritanism by the seventeenth
century took a stand against festivity altogether, so much so that the Long Parliament ordered
Christmas in 1644 to be observed as a fast and in 1647 abolished it altogether.’ Howes (1969:189).
Churches were stripped of ornaments and sometimes organs and stain glass windows were
destroyed. ‘The men behind the ban were a group of devoutly religious parliamentarians who
believed that churches should be stripped of their ornaments, their statues, their organs, and in
Westminster Abbey they had the stained glass windows removed.’ (BBC;2009). They also believed
that music and singing distracted the congregation from religious worship and the sermon.
However Christmas was still celebrated in people’s homes and carols were still sung, but not in
churches.
As we have seen, songs celebrating a midwinter festival have always been an essential part
of any culture in Northern lands. Christmas was set in midwinter to incorporate winter festivities,
including singing of joyful songs. The Franciscans brought Christmas carols to England and as a
result many old traditional winter songs have become Christmas carols, by including religious
verses about the nativity. Eventually the church used Christmas carols in its services around
Christmas. During the Reformation Christmas was banned and the carols were no longer sung in
churches until after the Restoration.
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Chapter Three - Gallery Carols

After the death of Cromwell and the Restoration in 1660, Charles II, who loved music and
the arts, encouraged all forms of music, drama and celebrations. A consequence of this is that
Christmas carols were permitted again. Bradley (1999:xiii) says that ‘The Restoration of 1660
ended the official prohibition on the singing of Christmas carols.’ Although little is known about
seventeenth century parish church music it seems likely that, under the Commonwealth, it had
become almost non-existent. Ashman (1994 and 2000) suggests that ‘What few scraps of
information we have found suggest that little music was heard; what was heard were
unaccompanied voices (or a solitary voice), and that the quality of that was poor.’ The
congregation would have yearned for something more interesting and uplifting and the clergy began
to realise that enjoyable music may be a good thing.
Around the beginning of the eighteenth century church authorities decided to improve music
in churches and to create music that the congregation could join in with, including carols at
Christmas, led by choirs made up from local people to encourage the congregational singing. Drage
(OMO:n.p.) explains ‘The unsatisfactory state of congregational singing by the late 17th century,
particularly in provincial parish churches, resulted in the formation of amateur, initially male
choirs.’ Music found in English parish churches and non-conformist chapels in the period between
about 1700 and 1850 is sometimes referred to as ‘gallery’ or ‘west gallery’ music. The term ‘west
gallery’ was first coined by Thomas Hardy, and comes from the fact that galleries were erected at
the back, i.e. the west end, of parish churches to accommodate the choir and instrumentalists.
Drage (OMO:n.p.) mentions that ‘gallery music’ is a ‘late 19th century term for the sacred music
performed in rural English churches and chapels during the 18th and early 19th centuries.’ Only a
few of these galleries still survive. Keyte and Parrott (1992:670) report that ‘It became the custom
in parish churches for Christmas hymns and carols to replace the metrical psalms on Christmas Day,
and during the Christmas season in at least some places.’
Initially the only texts that were acceptable for singing in church were directly from the
bible. (The Truth about Christmas Carols, BBC, 2009) describes this ruling as ‘A legacy of the
Puritan distaste for songs that weren't divinely inspired’. At first the only Christmas hymn text
permitted was Nahum Tate’s ‘While shepherds watched’, written about 1698 and published in
1700, which was closely based on the gospel of St. Luke. For this reason there are a great many
different tunes used for this carol. (The Truth about Christmas Carols, BBC, 2009) informs us that
over 400 versions have been discovered, so it seems likely that there would have been even more
that have been lost over timeAlthough the rules gradually eased later and other texts were allowed it
was not until 1782 that other texts were officially permitted, starting with ‘Hark! The Herald angels
sing’. Holman and Drage (1997:introduction. n.p.) explain that ‘While Shepherds Watched’ was
the only Christmas hymn accepted in parish churches between 1700, when it appeared in a
supplement to the New Version of the Psalms of David by Nicholas Brady and Nahum Tate, and
1782.’ . Example 6 shows one of the many versions of ‘While Shepherds Watched’. This one is
called Liverpool and is sung around Sheffield. However ‘the one carol rule’ was often ignored by
the country churches.’ (The Truth about Christmas Carols, BBC, 2009) In fact Routley (1958:146)
gives examples of Christmas hymns from before 1782, which he says were ‘all written down within
the same decade of the eighteenth century...“O come all ye faithful” (about 1742), “Hark, the herald
angels sing” (about 1739), and “Christians Awake” (1749)’
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Example 6. Liverpool

Many new carols were written every year. They were composed by many types of person,
for example ordinary working people, leaders of church bands and clergymen. Court (1996:xiii)
points out how ‘here and there we find settings of poems by Isaac Watts, John Mason, Charles
Wesley and James Montgomery, but these are exceptions.’ However Keyte and Parrott (1992:669)
consider that ‘The combined influence of the great independent poet Isaac Watts (1674-1748) and
of the Wesley brothers was a major influence for change.’ There were also peddlers who sold their
own compositions along with other items such as music manuscript paper and violin strings. Hardy
(1903:vi) wrote of the peddlers ‘sometimes a composer in a small way, bringing his own new
tunes.’ Wilson (2012:3) describes how the words of carols sometimes came from broadside printers
The carols arrived in the villages as cheap print, first broadside ballads produced by local and national printers
which were sold at fairs and markets by itinerant hawkers. These had no music so the words were set to a
favourite hymn or psalm tune, which was probably known by heart.
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This is one of the reasons that similar carols are found in different areas of the country.
Even though each area had its own individual tradition much of the music still spread from one area
to another. Evidence of west gallery music has been found nationwide which shows that it became
commonplace all over the country. According to Ashman (1994 and 2000:n.p.) ‘we now have
groups researching and performing all around the country, discovering that in almost every parish
throughout England were singers and instrumentalists revelling in their own distinctive music.’ Ian
Russell (The Truth about Christmas Carols, BBC, 2009) explained that some carols are very local,
but that “Some are from the wider area, maybe twenty to thirty miles radius and then some have
travelled from almost anywhere.” Woodall, B. (2002:n.p.) points out that some of the carols from
the Yorkshire village of Foolow are unique to the village and very different from those sung
anywhere else. This may be for the reason that Chandler (2010:2:51) points out that ‘some village
carols were jealously guarded’. Chandler (2010:2:52) also suggests that ‘This secrecy surrounding
the homespun carols has meant that many have been lost.’
This was also a time when a great deal of excellent music was being composed in general
and this had a profound influence on the music sung by the gallery choirs. Handel lived in England
from 1712 until his death in 1759 and had a great influence on all kinds of English music at that
time. Despite the fact that many carols were written by people who had little formal music teaching
their carols often had Baroque style contrapuntal or fuguing parts within them. Court, G. (1996:vii)
tells us
while their music and manner of performing it changed considerably over such a long period, it always
reflected, no matter if imperfectly, whatever had been the style of the fairly recent past among professional
musicians, and not the modal and freely rhythmic tradition of the local folk songs.

Russell (2008:2) suggest that there are also other reasons for this style
Their style of music can be understood as a direct response to the cultural deprivations of the Reformation. It
was flamboyant, exuberant, and participative, characterised by melisma and fuguing passages, and drew its
style both from vernacular tradition and from eighteenth-century Handelian influences.

The harmonies used did not always obey conventional rules. Keyte and Parrott describe the
part writing in detail, which often contained parallel octaves and fifths and also some dissonance.
They explain that ‘as long as each new part was consonant with the tune, a high degree of discord
was acceptable.’ Drage (OMO.n.p.) says ‘The early repertory in particular was still based on the
Renaissance concept of linear composition, with a tendency for open 5ths and false relations.’ In
the early arrangements (as was usual for both sacred and secular music of the time) the tune was
usually in the tenor. Keyte and Parrott (1992:671) explain how the style of the arrangements
changed over the years, telling us that ‘A rich variety of forms and styles gradually replaced the
fuguing tune and other rigid formulae towards the end of the eighteenth century in England, and
these lasted until the gallery choir begun to die out from c.1830.’ They carry on to say ‘By the
beginning of the nineteenth century the best gallery music used conventional harmonic procedures,
and had lost much of its old ‘primitive’ style.’ Court (1996:xii) says of the harmonies in his book
‘To an uncharitable or sophisticated ear some of them will sound banal, but they cannot be
improved by adding a dash of vinegar or a spoonful of curry.’ and that ‘It does not serve to bring in
academic correctness and elegant variation where they would be alien.’ He also explains how
‘these old masters’ thought ‘horizontally, not vertically’.
Earlier choirs tended to be male only, with women joining later on as singers but not
instrumentalists. At first the singers were usually unaccompanied but later a single bass instrument
would usually be used to strengthen the bass line and later still treble instruments were brought in to
double the treble and alto lines. Eventually, as well as doubling the singers’ parts, instrumental
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introductions and interludes between verses known as ‘symphonies’ were often added. Holman and
Drage (1997) explain how ‘In some churches instrumentalists would play part or all of the tune as a
prelude and as interludes between the verses, though independent 'symphonies' were sometimes
written.’ The bands varied in size but were usually small. They consisted of whatever
instrumentalists were available and sometimes the parish church would buy an instrument and pay
for its maintenance. Common instruments at the time included violin, bass viol, 'cello, bassoon,
serpent, oboe, clarinet, and flute. According to Keyte and Parrott (1992:673) ‘A typical choir might
have begun in the 1750s with voices only and acquired a single bass instrument in the 1770s... Two
or even three treble instruments might have been added by the turn of the century.’ Keyte and
Parrott (1992:670) later describe a typical small English parish-choir of c1800 as consisting of ‘ten
to fifteen voices, with three instruments supporting the bass and the two highest parts.’ Holman and
Drage (1997) give us an idea how the bands originated and evolved and which were the most
popular instruments.
Choirs in many rural churches where there was no organ originally sang unaccompanied; at a later date a cello
or bassoon was added doubling the bass, though other instruments such as flutes, oboes, clarinets and violins
were increasingly used in the late eighteenth century to double the upper parts.

The musicians and singers who had formed the choir and band for church music also
enjoyed making music for social occasions and often the same band of musicians played for the
village dances. The choir members and musicians did not restrict themselves to singing the carols
within the church but would sing the carols around the street and from house to house, in the
tradition of ‘house-visiting’. In this way sacred and secular music were intermingled. Hardy
(1903:20) describes the fictitious Mellstock choir ‘going the rounds’ which meant singing
Christmas carols from house to house late on Christmas Eve. Hardy (1903:30) describes the
instruments
Old William Dewy, with the violoncello, played the bass; his grandson Dick the treble violin; and Reuben and
Michael Mail the tenor and second violins respectively. The singers consisted of four men and seven boys,
upon whom devolved the task of carrying and attending to the lanterns, and holding the books for the players.
… Just before the clock struck twelve they lighted the lanterns and started.

The musicians kept manuscript books in which they had written out their own parts. If, like
many church musicians, they also played for dances they would frequently write the church music
at one end of the book and their dance tunes at the other end of the same book. Hardy’s grandfather
played cello in the church band and also the local dance band and Hardy preserved his book. The
documentary (The Truth about Christmas Carols, BBC, 2009) showed the same book and how it
includes carols from church at one end and drinking songs and dances at the other end. Hardy
(1903:vi) describes the musicians’ books.
It was customary to inscribe a few jigs, reels, horn-pipes, and ballads in the same book, by beginning it at the
other end, the insertions being continued from front and back till sacred and secular met together in the middle.

So far this chapter has been concerned with the music of Church of England parish churches
because this is where most of the surviving gallery Christmas carols originated. However as Drage
(OMO:n.p.) points out
A parallel development occurred in the music of nonconformist churches, where organs were generally
excluded and bands tended to be introduced later and to remain in use longer than in Anglican churches.
Northern Methodist composers, such as James Leach of Rochdale and later John Fawcett of Bolton, developed
characteristic florid repeating tunes with contrasting dynamic passages sung by treble voices in thirds, and
produced orchestrated set-pieces for Sunday school and church anniversaries.
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Unlike parish churches the Methodists would not tolerate hymns with arrangements that were too
complicated for the whole congregation to join in. Drage (OMO:n.p.) tells us ‘The Methodists, in
particular, regarded full congregational involvement as a vital element of worship, and often fitted
their hymns to secular operatic and popular melodies.’ Methodists also considered it important for
words to be clearly audible so the type of fugues used by the parish church choirs would have been
unsuitable. Keyte and Parrott (1992:670) report that ‘John Wesley and other Methodist leaders
strongly opposed fuguing tunes because the words were obscured by the imitative entries, and they
only began to appear in Methodist collections after Wesley’s death in 1791.’
Eventually the complicated contrapuntal arrangements of the parish church gallery choirs
were frowned on by the clergy who felt there was a need for simpler hymns that the congregation
could join in with easily. Holman and Drage (1997:introduction,n.p.) explain how the gallery
music gradually became too complicated for the congregation to participate
Amateur choirs were originally formed to support and improve congregational singing, though as they grew
more competent a distinctive repertory of polyphonic ‘psalmody’ (metrical psalms, hymns and anthems) too
complex to allow the participation of ordinary parishioners was developed for them by provincial composers.

As Drage (OMO:n.p.) explains, the choirs’ ‘increasing skill and desire for more elaborate music
silenced the very congregations they were supposed to encourage.’ (Drage OMO:n.p.) This was one
reason for the eventual demise of the gallery choirs and the carols they sang.
The gallery choirs had a great deal of independence and more control than clergymen over
music in the services and the authorities resented this. The church authorities wanted to gain
control over church services and the music which was part of those services. Keyte and Parrott
(1992:670) remark that ‘The independence of such choirs was absolute, and the choice of music
was in most cases entirely in their hands.’ The clergy also disliked the idea of church choirs
bringing church music into secular life. The fact that the bands also played for dances probably
irritated them. They felt this was disrespectful towards religious music.
Musicians equally at home in the pub and the church, like Thomas Hardy's grandfather, were not acceptable to
a new brand of Victorian vicar who wanted control over church music and preferred the village choir to be
more like a mini Cathedral choir, robed and obedient. (The Truth about Christmas Carols, BBC, 2009)

From around 1830 onwards, in parish churches all over the country, west gallery choirs and
bands were disbanded. The music was, as described by Ashman (1994 and 2000), ‘suppressed by
the authorities and driven out of the churches.’ Pipe organs, and in a few cases barrel organs or
harmoniums, were brought in to replace the bands of musicians to accompany singing. Keyte and
Parrott (1992:671) describe how ‘From the 1830s onward, the overwhelmingly Oxbridge-educated
clergy began to wage a century-long war of attrition against the gallery choirs, replacing them with
barrel-organs and harmoniums, which were both more seemly and less rebellious.’ Church music
became more refined and ordered. New hymnbooks such as Hymns Ancient and Modern (1861)
were produced and the old hymns and carols disregarded or destroyed. It was not only the music
but the churches themselves that were greatly altered when the old choirs were disbanded. The
wooden galleries were either removed or used to accommodate the organ. Most of the churches
were refurbished with the old box pews being replaced by neat lines of straight pews so that the
clergyman could have a good view of the entire congregation from his pulpit.
As we have seen, the gallery choirs were brought in after the Restoration in order to
lead and improve congregational singing, which they failed to do because they created elaborate
contrapuntal arrangements that the congregation could not join in with. At first they were only
permitted to sing texts from the Bible but this rule was relaxed later on and a rich and extensive
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repertoire of hymns and carols were created some of which were local to areas and some of which
spread to different areas. The choirs and musicians took their carols round the streets and houses,
thus taking church music into a secular setting which, together with the fact that the choirs were in
complete control of the music, annoyed the church authorities. Eventually the authorities banished
the choirs and brought in church organs. According to Ashman (1994 and 2000) ‘barrel-organs
replaced bands, the instruments were scrapped, the tune books burned.’ However some carols
survived by being taken to the non-conformist churches. ‘When the gallery choirs were disbanded
many of the musicians simply crossed the road to the Baptist and Methodist churches, others played
on in the pubs.’ (The Truth about Christmas Carols, BBC, 2009)
Hardy (1894:235) imagines a situation that might have occurred at the end of the life of a
gallery choir and includes an account in his short story ‘Absent-mindedness in a Parish Church’ in
which he describes the gallery band waking up in church, thinking they were at a dance, and
playing the dance tune ‘The Devil Among the Tailors’. ‘Says the squire …“not if all the Angels in
Heaven come down”, he says, “shall one of you villainous players ever sound a note in this church
again”.’ The story ends with the words ‘and the old players played no more.’ Hardy (1894:236).
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Chapter Four - Victorian and Present Day Church Carols

There is something nostalgic about singing the Christmas carols we learnt as children. They
often have modal melodies giving them an ancient mysterious flavour which may be why there is a
tendency for people to believe that the Christmas carols sung in churches and other ‘carol services’
in the present day are ancient traditional English folk songs. In fact this is rarely the case and the
origins of these carols are very varied and complicated. Frampton (1991) points this out by saying
‘If you were to analyse the carols at this year’s village festival of Nine Lessons and Carols, it might
come as a shock to discover that what you might have thought of as ‘traditional’ had a far more
finite past.’ Ashman (1998:vi) also explains this anomaly ‘As researchers are learning more and
more about this musical genre, we are finding that tunes long thought to have been “traditional” or
“anon” turn out to be composed works from the 18th and 19th centuries.’ However there is one
variety of carol that is rarely represented amongst those sung in churches today and that is the carol
from the gallery era discussed in the last chapter.
With the demise of gallery choirs the Church needed to bring in music from elsewhere that
was suitable for the congregation to sing.
There was a religious revival in the nineteenth century of which the new type of vicar was a part which gave a
greater sense of urgency to British church life. It was felt that no opportunity should be missed for teaching
and sharing the gospel and that included hymns and carols. (BBC:2009)

During the mid nineteenth century there was a renewed interest in celebrating Christmas and
harking back to old Christmas traditions. There was a feeling of nostalgia for an old English
celebration as it may have been before the industrial revolution. This was enhanced by new
literature of the time by authors such as Charles Dickens, whose story A Christmas Carol (1843)
became a best seller. Chandler (2010:4-5) explains how ‘Christmas was rescued during the 1840s’
when ‘Already writers such as Washington Irving and the young Charles Dickens, were trying to
reconstruct a traditional ‘baronial’ style of Christmas, replete with medieval traditions, as part of a
harking-back to a golden age before the industrial revolution.’ He explains how Christmas was
revitalised and old customs ‘re-invented, such as the carol, which now reflected Victorian piety.’
The Christmas carol played a very important part in this Victorian reinvention of Christmas.
Chandler (2010:5) notes that ‘Today's repertoire is largely the work of Victorian and later
clergymen and would-be poets and hymnographers.’ Bradley (1999:xvi) refers to this, stating how
‘A huge number of new carols were written in the mid-nineteenth century, many in a pseudotraditional style.’ Examples he quotes are Christina Rossetti's ‘In the bleak midwinter’, Edward
Caswall's ‘See, amid the winter snow’ and Mrs Cecil Frances Alexander's ‘Once in Royal David's
City’. As Goodall (BBC:2009) points out, ‘for the first time they were being written by women.’
Similar carols were written in America and made their way to England including ‘Away in a
Manger’ and ‘O little town of Bethlehem’. Frampton (1991) notes that the tune usually associated
with Charles Wesley’s ‘Hark the Herald Angels Sing’ was composed by Felix Mendelssohn ‘who
was born twenty-one years after Wesley’s death in 1788.’ In other words there would have been a
number of tunes used for ‘Hark the Herald Angels Sing’ before the demise of the gallery choirs.
The search for new carols to sing in church brought in many carols from other countries.
For example, according to Routley (1958:207), the tune for ‘Ding Dong merrily on high’ was once
a French branle, which was published in a book of French dances Orchésographie (1588) by
Thoinot Arbeau. Routley (1958:201) tells us the story of how the carol ‘Stille Nacht’ (Silent night)
came to be composed in 1818. It came from Austria, and when the church organ broke down the
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acting organist and assistant priest set about to compose a carol that could be accompanied that
same evening on a guitar.
Some carols came to us via a classic songbook of the Scandinavian countries called Piae
Cantiones published in 1582. The songs include seventeen ancient Christmas carols in Latin which,
according to Hadidian (1978), originate from Finland, Sweden and other European countries
including ‘France, England, Germany and Bohemia.’ Routley (1958:191-192) describes how
‘J.G.R. Gordon, Her Majesty’s Envoy and Minister at Stockholm, brought to England a copy of a
rare and ancient book’. Gordon gave the book to John Mason Neale (1818-66) who translated some
of the words from the Latin and wrote new words to some of the tunes. According to Routley he
asked Thomas Helmore to ‘interpret the music… while he himself set about writing words to fit
some of the tunes.’ Routley explains that ‘We have many tunes, but few words from Piae
Cantiones.’ ‘In Dulci Jubilo’ appears in Piae Cantiones but according to Routley (1958:195) it had
already been printed in England in John Wedderburn’s Gude and Godly Ballates of about 1540.
The carols based on songs from Piae Cantiones appeared the following year in the book Carols for
Christmas-tide (1853), by Thomas Helmore and J. M. Neale, and included such familiar carols as
‘Good King Wenceslas’ and ‘Good Christian men rejoice’ (to the same tune as ‘In Dulci Jubilo’).
The new hymns and carols gave rise to the creation of many choral societies and therefore a
great demand for printed music. From about the 1860s, according to (Wilson:2011:3), ‘printing
technology allowed the cheap reproduction of music’ and so, according to Routley (1958:169-170),
the ‘music business boomed’. Many books of carols were published. Howes (1969:192) mentions,
Christmas Carols New and Old’ (1865), published by Bramley and Stainer, which includes a
mixture of traditional old carols, such as ‘The Holly and the Ivy’ ‘(to a tune described as old
French)’ as well as some of Helmore and Neale’s and composed carols including ‘See amid the
winter snow’. During the gallery era there would have been thousands of hymns, many of them
local to particular areas, but with the many standard books of hymns and carols produced in the
nineteenth century the same carols with the same arrangements would be heard all over the country,
in Cathedrals and small parish churches alike.
Baptists and Methodists had been producing their own hymn books very successfully in the 1850s and the
church of England soon followed suite. Thanks to books like Hymns Ancient and Modern the whole country
was literally singing from the same hymn sheet. (BBC:2009)

Routley (1958:228) considers that ‘the most powerful force in bringing carols back into the
worship of the church has been the Festival of Nine Lessons and Carols’. Temperley (1979:339)
remarks that ‘Carols, as opposed to Christmas hymns, had not been sung in church until the first
carol service was presented at Truro Cathedral in 1880.’ The famous service of Nine Lessons and
Carols, which is still performed today, originated in 1878 in the temporary church in Truro which
was to be replaced by the new Cathedral that was then being built. According to Bradley
(1999:xvii) ‘In 1878 the cathedral choir in the newly created diocese of Truro switched from its
usual practice of singing around the city on Christmas Eve to holding a service in church at 10pm.’
The carols and readings progress through the stories in the bible, both the old and new testaments.
Bradley (1999:xvii) describes the original service which included ‘two lessons, prayers and a
sermon interspersed with carols’ and how ‘Two years later the service was expanded to a festival of
nine lessons and carols’. Bradley (1999:xvii) points out that it provided ‘a model that was taken up
in 1918 at King’s College, Cambridge and subsequently by many parish churches and cathedrals.’
There was one very important twentieth century book that helped to introduce more
traditional folk carols into church services; that was The Oxford Book of Carols (1928) by the folk
song collectors, Dearmer, Vaughan Williams and Shaw, which contained many traditional folk
carols which had previously been sung for secular purposes. Temperley (1979:339) says that ‘The
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point now made was that carols are indeed secular (some of those included had little connection
with Christianity).’ The preface began with the statement ‘Carols are songs with a religious
impulse that are simple, hilarious, popular, and modern’, which may be a suggestion that carols
should be joyful and could even be seen as a veiled criticism of the sombreness of church hymns,
and in fact Temperley (1979:339) refers to the book as ‘a further step in removing pomposity from
hymn singing.’
The large variety of carols that are regularly sung in churches at present includes a mixture
of traditional folk carols, carols composed during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, including a
few by American writers, and translations of European carols, some of which are traditional. The
only type of carol that is rarely represented is that of the gallery era.
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Chapter Five - How and Where Old Carols Survived

It must be assumed that many old carols, whether traditional or composed for church use,
must have been lost over the years, often dying along with the last person to have sung them.
Nevertheless some carols have survived either by being rescued by folk song collectors or
researchers or via continuing traditions, sometimes referred to as ‘living traditions’, of informal
carol singing.
The demise of traditional folk carols may well have started as early as the eighteenth century
in favour of gallery carols. Lloyd (1975:123) remarks that
The old carols became submerged, living a near-clandestine life in the mouths of a dwindling number of folk
singers. Their practice had so waned by the middle of the eighteenth century that Goldsmith wrote as if it were
a curiosity that the vicar of Wakefield’s parishioners ‘kept up the Christmas carol’.

The gallery choirs sang the same carols they sang in church when they went carolling from door to
door instead of the old traditional folk carols that would have been sung by earlier generations.
Hence the earlier carols started to die out. It may be significant when looking through collections of
folk songs that Christmas carols are not as plentiful as might be expected. Lloyd (1975:123),
writing back in 1967, obviously knew about the gallery choirs but not about the enormous wealth of
music by local composers and assumed the carols were all from books by well-known composers.
of all important categories of lyrical folk song, the carols seem to have been the first to wither at the root.
Among the reasons for this, we may bear in mind that at any time between 1660 and 1860, a good proportion
of gifted lower class ‘musicianers’ would be found playing or singing in the church gallery of a Sunday, much
affected by the prestige of printed music and the poems of “official” hymn writers.’

Writers such as William Sandys and Davies Gilbert realised in the early 1820s that
Christmas carols were on the decline and so set about to collect all the carols they could; Gilbert
produced his first book of carols Some Ancient Christmas Carols in 1822 followed by a second
edition in 1823. Bradley (1999:xv) informs us that ‘In 1822 Davies Gilbert, MP for Bodmin in
Cornwall, published the first modern collection of traditional carols. He clearly saw them as
belonging to a past world that had all but disappeared’. This was followed by William Sandys’
(1833) Christmas Carols Ancient and Modern, which Bradley refers to as being inspired by ‘A
similar sense of the need to preserve a tradition on the verge of extinction’. Gilbert was from
Cornwall and Sandy, although born in London was of Cornish ancestry and both men had a keen
interest in Cornish folk music. When referring to Gilbert’s book (1822) Keyte and Parrott
(1992:680) point out that ‘One type of carol that scarcely exists elsewhere is overwhelmingly
represented: folk tunes adapted for gallery use by a regularization of rhythm and the provision of a
bass part.’ This suggests that some of the tunes of the gallery carols had roots in old folk carols.
Lloyd (1975:126) describes some of the early nineteenth century collections of carols, which began
to appear before the majority of gallery choirs had been disbanded.
Just as they seemed to be dying out in the villages, the nativity songs at least were being recovered from both
oral and broadside sources for such publications as Davies Gilbert’s Collection of Christmas carols (1822),
William Sandys’ Christmas carols ancient and Modern (1833), the small but valuable anonymous compilation
published at Dudley in 1847 called A Good Christmas Box, and W.H. Husk’s Songs of the Nativity (1868).
The first effect of these publications was to take a number of dying folk carols from the villages and back
streets of towns and restore them to life in novel surroundings of church, guild or women’s institute.

Sandys (1833:cxxv), writing in 1833, suggests that carol singing had already begun to decline by
the end of the eighteenth century, ‘carol singing was probably continued with unabated zeal, till
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towards the end of the last century, since when the practice has declined, and many old customs
have been gradually becoming obsolete.’ Folk music and song generally would have become less
common as communities broke up and people moved to the towns to find work at the beginning of
the industrial revolution in the mid-nineteenth century. In the towns other local entertainment such
as music hall, or membership of choirs and brass bands took the place of folk songs. Lloyd
(1975:297) points out that
In the novel conditions brought by the industrial revolution the old oral culture was in agony, but a new lowerclass culture was developing, based mainly on book not word of mouth. As the workers’ movement grew
during the nineteenth century, with its choirs and brass bands, reading circles and amateur theatricals, the
children and grandchildren of the folk singers and storytellers were to find new forms of culture, more
educated and literary, with a new content.

Some traditional folk carols which had passed down through the oral tradition and never
been written down were discovered by the early twentieth century folk song collectors such as Cecil
Sharp, Lucy Broadwood and Ralph Vaughan-Williams, but their efforts were interrupted by the first
world war (in fact the folk song collector George Butterworth was killed in the war). Bradley
(1999:xvii) describes how ‘The early decades of the twentieth century saw renewed efforts to
collect long-lost carols by those involved in the folklore revival.’ These carols can be found in
collections such as Sharp’s English Folk Carols (1911), which includes the now universally known
version of ‘The Holly and the Ivy’, which he collected in Gloucestershire. Over the centuries it is
likely that many folk carols have been forgotten and lost forever and the folklorists knew that time
was running out. Sharp (1911:xiv) says ‘We should do all that is possible, while there is yet time,
to collect and publish our traditional carols; for in them we have a unique possession, a national
heritage of inestimable worth.’ Some of the song collectors, including Sharp, also collected songs
from gypsies. Alice Gillington collected folk songs from the gypsies in the New Forest. She
produced various collections of such songs, including one of sixteen Christmas carols entitled Old
Christmas Carols of the Southern Counties (1910) which includes wassails and ballad carols as well
as Christmas carols. Gillington (1910) says of the gypsies, ‘they have saved from total extinction
the carol, which was rapidly dying out amongst our rural population.’
However, although folk song collectors of the early twentieth century saved a large number
of traditional carols they were not interested in eighteenth and early nineteenth century gallery
carols and did not understand their importance. They ignored anything arranged into parts because
they realised that it had been composed for singing in church and was therefore not traditional.
Sharp (1911:xii) stated
In several parts of England I have found carols which are peculiar to certain villages, by the inhabitants of
which they are regarded as private possessions of great value, to be jealously guarded and retained for their
own use. These are not traditional or folk carols but the elementary compositions of simple musicians, very
possibly of those who in the old days were members of the church bands. They are easily distinguished from
the popular carol by the formal nature of the music and words, and also by the fact that many of them are
written in parts. Some of these compositions are by no means without merit. The melodies, if not inspired, are
usually strong and sincere, and, plainly, the expression of genuine feeling.

As Chandler (2010:62) observes ‘Sharp was distinguishing therefore, between the local home-made
carols that were performed by village bands in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and an older
folk tradition.’ It seems a shame that Sharp did not think to transcribe the composed carols from the
gallery era while he was collecting folk songs and carols, and therefore forfeited the chance to save
them from extinction. He should perhaps not be criticised too harshly for his condescending
attitude towards the composers of gallery music; after all, he was not looking for written church
music. However had he realised the wealth and quality of some of these compositions and the fact
that they were in the same danger of being lost forever as the very folk-songs he was collecting, it
seems likely that he would have added them to his collections.
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On the other hand present day folklorists were very interested to discover gallery carols, and
a great deal of research has gone into unearthing old church manuscripts and interviewing people
who may have inherited the carols and hymns either in manuscript form or through the oral
tradition. Music manuscripts have been found in archives, churches and jumble sales and dedicated
researchers have compiled books of these carols. The music of the gallery choirs was virtually
unknown until 1971 when Gordon Ashman discovered an old manuscript book in a church. A few
people, such as Glyn Court of West Somerset have inherited such manuscripts. Bob and Jacqueline
Patten, who have extensively researched carols from Exmoor, discovered that Wilfred Wesley
Norman of Weddon Cross on Exmoor had preserved some manuscripts ‘from Windford and
Exford, which he had inherited’ (Wilson:2011:3). Occasionally carols were preserved by
recordings of carols that had passed into the tradition, for example Bob and Jacqueline Patten met
Margaret Freeman-Archer at Exford, who had ‘made a recording of the last three of the pre-war
carollers singing a few of the Exford carols’. (Wilson:2011:3).
Some Christmas carols that do not belong to the standard church repertoire have been kept
alive as a result of living traditions in various parts of the country in which they have been sung in a
secular social setting for generations and are still being sung today. The most significant are in
several villages near Sheffield where carols are sung in pubs, and also at Padstow in Cornwall,
where there is an unbroken tradition of singing local carols in the streets.
In the villages to the West of Sheffield people have kept their own local carols alive by
singing them in pubs, a tradition that still exists today, and the carols are popularly known as ‘the
Sheffield carols’ or ‘village carols’. Between mid-November and New Years Day on any evening
of the week, or Sunday afternoon, there is always a choice of different pubs around the area hosting
carol singing sessions (A list of these carol singing sessions is given at appendix 1). The repertoire
comes mostly from the gallery carols which people began singing in pubs in the nineteenth century
when they were no longer able to sing them in church. In recent years people from other areas
began to find out about the Sheffield carols, either through word of mouth or television and radio
programmes. The result is that the carol singing in the pubs near Sheffield has become very
popular not only with local people but also people who travel distances for the experience; therefore
the pubs are often full to bursting with singers. Goodall (BBC:2009) interviewed Sheffield carols
expert, Professor Ian Russell who explained that the choirs began singing carols in the pubs because
they were no longer allowed to sing them in the churches. Russell also explained that standard
repertoire carols are not usually sung in the pubs because they are “the very carols that were
introduced into the church to replace these older, more rumbustious carols.” However a few of the
local carols sung in the area today, such as ‘Stannington’, were not from the gallery era but
composed in the twentieth century. A similar tradition survives in other areas around Derbyshire,
particularly the Peak District and also a few parts of Nottinghamshire.
However carolling traditions in some other areas of the country are quite different. Padstow
is particularly famous for its traditions, such as its May Day celebrations, as well as Christmas
carolling. The Unique Carol Singing Traditions of the UK (BBC:2009) describes the continuing
tradition in Padstow.
They have a leader who's job it is to arrange the route, get the carollers in the right place at the right time and
choose what they will sing. They start the singing by announcing the name of the carol and then saying "strike
sound". The carollers take a route through the town. Sometimes they sing to small crowds or just to
themselves. Often they have sung to generations of the same family. They are rewarded with food and drink
along the way.
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After the second world war there was a revival and renewed interest in local carols from
Padstow and in 1971 Strike Sound, a book of Padstow carols was produced by John Worden. Inglis
Gundrey, who wrote the introduction (Worden 1971:1-2), tells us that
Padstow, like other important Cornish centres (Redruth, St. Ives, Morwenstow, St Leverne) can boast its own
set of carols. There is a version of “Mountains” in Warmington's St Ives Carols but the other tunes seem to be
peculiar to Padstow.

Although the origins of the Padstow carols are lost many of them, such as ‘Shepherds Rejoice’ (See
Example 7), probably date back to the eighteenth or early nineteenth century, starting life as gallery
carols. This is suggested by their general style, including changes of rhythm and coming with
ready-made harmonies. Wilson (2011:7) in his notes on the carol ‘Shepherds Rejoice’, which
appears in Strike Sound, tells us that it was
written by Isaac Watts and published in Horae Lyricae in 1687 and subsequently reprinted by broadside
printers and others over many years. Versions of this carol have been noted at Exford and Hawkridge on
Exmoor and across England from Cornwall to Yorkshire.
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Example 7. Shepherds Rejoice

Dunster in West Somerset has a carolling tradition where old carols are sung in a village pub
every year on the Sunday before Christmas. Wilson (2012:4) tells us that in the 1940s the tradition
‘fell into disuse’ and was ‘revived in 1961’. He describes the Dunster tradition
Dunster had a carolling tradition in 18th century and a manuscript dated 1799 has recently come to light: the
only overlap with current tradition is the ubiquitous While Shepherds Watched, but to a different tune. The
singing is still going strong in Dunster but the majority of the carols belong to the late 19th century, several
being taken from R R Chope's Carols for Use in Church (1894). One or two carols are believed to be local
compositions

Wilson(2012:7) also gives us a clue to the origins of ‘I Hear along our street’, usually referred to as
‘the Dunster Carol’ (see Example 8)
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it is a translation of a French carol J'antan Po No Ruë from Noei Bourguignon De Gui Barozai (1701) by the
American poet Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (1807 – 1882). The carol's great joy is its tune, which has not
been found elsewhere. The story of its arrival in Dunster is that two Christmas visitors, some say Canadians,
some say Londoners, some say journalists, sang it in the early years of the 20th century and the performance
was so enjoyed by the locals that they promptly learnt it.

Example 8. I Hear Along Our Street (Dunster Carol)

I hear along our street
Pass the minstrel throngs
Hark! They play so sweet
On their hautboys Christmas songs.
In December ring
Every day the chimes
Loud the gleemen sing
In the street their merry rhymes.
Who by the fireside stands
Stamps his feet and sings
But he who blows his hands
Not so gay a carol rings
Shepherds at the grange
Where the Babe was born
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Sing with many a change
Christmas carols until morn.
(Chorus:)
Let us by the fire
Ever higher, ever higher
Sing until the night expire
Sing until the night expire.

The Copper family from Sussex have kept their singing tradition alive through the
generations and have a large repertoire of songs which have been passed down through the family.
Bob Copper (1915-2004) realised that the songs he had learned from his family were in danger of
dying out and encouraged his children and grandchildren to carry on the tradition. Bob Copper also
collected songs from other singers in his efforts to keep the old songs alive. Copper (1975:178)
describes his family singing carols at home on Christmas night but he makes no mention of a
carolling tradition around the houses or in pubs,
All the company of uncles and aunts, brothers, sisters and cousins would join in with their home-spun
harmonies and variations until the little cottage fairly shook with sound. Christmas hymns followed carols one
after another and the natural unsophisticated voices raised in simple worship expressed the pleasure and
gratitude of everyone for being all together on yet another Christmas night.

The book includes a few winter songs, including the carol Shepherds Arise (see Example 9), the
origins of which seem to have been lost but the style and arrangement suggest that it was once a
gallery carol, even though the song has been kept alive by word of mouth. In fact A.L. Lloyd
looked into this and found no trace of it, as is shown by the liner notes of a CD (Oak:1971).
Learned from the Copper Family of Sussex, who appear to have been the only traditional source. Bert Lloyd, in
our original sleeve notes, said that it is ‘probably from the 18th century, although extensive searches through
old hymnbooks have failed to cast light on its origins.’ Certainly James ‘Brasser’ Copper (b.1845) said it was
one of the oldest carols he knew.
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Shepherds arise be not afraid, with hasty steps prepare
To David’s city, sin on earth,
With our blest infant – with our blest infant there,
With our blest infant there, with our blest infant there.
Sing, sing, all earth, sing, sing, all earth eternal praises sing
To our Redeemer, to our Redeemer and our heavenly King.
Laid in a manger viewed a Child, humility devine,
Sweet innocence sounds meek and mild.
Grace in his features – grace in his features shine,
Grace in his features shine, grace in his features shine,
Sing, sing, all earth, etc.
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For us the Saviour came on earth, for us his life he gave,
To save us from eternal death
And to raise us from - and to raise us from the grave
To raise us from the grave and to raise us from the grave
Sing, sing, all earth, sing, sing, all earth eternal praises sing
To our Redeemer, to our Redeemer and our heavenly King.
As we have seen, traditional folk carols have survived largely through folk song collectors
and gallery carols have survived through research, inherited manuscripts and existing carolling
traditions. The living traditions are perhaps only the remains of many long forgotten traditions of
carol singing around the streets and in the pubs at Christmas, some of which may have stemmed
from very old traditions of singing pagan songs at the turn of the year and some of which may have
been a substitute for singing the carols in churches. What the traditions referred to above have in
common is that the majority of their carols appear to originate from the gallery tradition rather than
the true traditional folk carols that collectors like Cecil Sharp were searching for. Bob and
Jacqueline Patten have been researching carols in the Exmoor area for over forty years, not only
from manuscripts but also from the surviving traditions of people singing carols. It is interesting to
find that amongst these traditions they discovered far more gallery carols than folk carols,
suggesting that the gallery carols tended to take over from the folk carols. Gallery carols also had
more chance of survival than folk carols because they were written down and therefore some old
manuscripts were discovered by researchers.
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Chapter Six - Revival of Carols
A number of groups and organisations of various kinds have been created in recent years in
order to sing old forgotten and unusual Christmas carols. There could be said to be a revival of
these carols, perhaps even the beginnings of a renaissance. The carols are usually sung for secular
reasons such as for the beauty of the songs themselves and to keep the carols alive rather than
through any religious commitment. Present day folklorists have taken an interest in Christmas
carols, including traditional carols, gallery carols and wassails. The existence of such living
traditions as the carolling in Padstow and the Sheffield carols have given inspiration to the creation
of revivalist traditions, each with its own individual character.
Some folk groups or performance ensembles like to include unusual Christmas carols in
special Christmas shows which are toured around folk clubs and other venues during the Christmas
period. Examples of performances which include such carols are John Kirkpatrick’s Christmas set
‘Carolling and Crumpets’ or Tinker’s Bag’s set ‘A Seasonal Feast’. The Mellstock Band perform
various Christmas shows, of which they say on their website ‘These shows abound with the sounds
and images of midnight carollers, mummers, wassailing, dancing and making merry.’ The band is
led by Dave Townsend and specialises in gallery music, particularly that taken from Thomas
Hardy’s legacy. Their website explains where their inspiration and band name derived from.
Mellstock was the fictional name the novellist and poet Thomas Hardy gave to his native village of Higher
Bockhampton in Dorset. His family were leading local musicians, who led the church band and played for
dances. Hardy’s vivid descriptions, the players’ own manuscript books, and music from local tradition were the
initial inspiration for the formation of The Mellstock Band in 1986.

There has been a surge of interest in gallery music since the 1970s and there are at least
thirty four groups around the country who specialise in carols and other music from that era.
Examples of such choirs are ‘Called to be Saints’ who meet at Nailsea near Bristol, or
‘Christminster Singers’ who meet in Oxford and are led by Dave Townsend. The ‘quires’ (they
often prefer to use the old spelling) normally consist of both singers and instrumentalists who play
and sing the parts from score. Many quires are affiliated to the West Gallery Music Association
(WGMA), who have been bringing gallery carols to the public attention since it was formed in
1990. However the WGMA are not only interested in carols but also hymns that were sung in the
musicians galleries of churches. Although the music is from religious services they are not in any
way a religious group. Their website describes their work.
As a voluntary group with no political, religious or other persuasion, the objectives of the Association are to
study, preserve, perform, teach and enjoy the sacred and secular music and song of west gallery and allied
traditions, together with their settings within a social and historical context.

Several members are constantly researching and discovering manuscripts and their website proudly
boasts that the researches ‘are gaining increasing respect in academic circles’. There are thirty five
quires affiliated, including one in the USA. The WGMA also runs weekends of participatory west
gallery music and also brings its various quire leaders together to run workshops at folk festivals,
such as Sidmouth Folk Week where they regularly have a series of daily workshops, which in 2012
focussed on Christmas carols.
Another organisation which researches and promotes old carols is Village Carols, directed
by Ian Russell, who has done extensive research into carols from the Sheffield area. On the website
it is described as a ‘non-profitmaking organisation which exists to record and promote local carol
singing traditions. Its main roles are undertaking fieldwork and research, organising the collection
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of source material, and promoting local carol singing traditions.’ In 1994 the Festival of Village
Carols was started by Ian Russell. It is a one day festival held every two years on a Saturday in late
November or early December in the village of Grenoside to the West of Sheffield. It includes
workshops for singers and instrumentalists to perform the carols from the area. A similar event, the
Festival of Exmoor Carols was started a few years later by Bob and Jacqueline Patten, who have
researched into carols from the Exmoor area. It is also held every two years in order to alternate
with the Festival of Village Carols. Both festivals concentrate on carols local to the areas, most of
which originated as gallery carols.
There are a few places where new carolling traditions have been created, perhaps inspired by
knowledge of the old traditions in Cornwall and near Sheffield. For example, Leigh-on-Sea has a
revivalist tradition of an annual folk carol service which started in 1978. The BBC (2009) explains
how a lay minister, Ken MacKinnon and local musician Paul McDowall researched manuscripts to
find carols to include in a church service. Theobald (2012) tells us that ‘Famous Potatoes’, a local
folk dance band from Leigh on Sea play to accompany the carols. Theobald explains how ‘As well
as the carols, there have been enactions by Peter Monk involving juggling and fire-eating; singing
and playing by other local folk groups and readings.’
Other new traditions of singing old carols that have been set up in recent times include Stroud
in Gloucestershire and Bradford-on-Avon in Wiltshire, both of which involve singing in pubs. The
Stroud tradition started in 2001 at a pub called the Prince Albert, where village carols are sung each
Sunday lunchtime in December leading up to Christmas. According to Bill Hicks (2013), one of
the founders of the Stroud carols, ‘The Prince Albert Carol Consort (PACC) came out of
discussions in the pub during 2001 among a group of eight or so regulars who’d a fondness for
singing but no shared repertoire.’ He explains that the carols were ‘plundered from books and CDs’
and also from research by their members. At first everyone either sang the tune or improvised
harmonies, and later on a pianist joined them and taught them harmony arrangements at rehearsals
in November. Apart from singing in the Prince Albert they also sing at a Christmas gathering at
Postlip Hall in Gloucestershire, and have occasionally sung in other pubs but are careful to make it
an informal session for everyone to join in with rather than a performance, as Hicks says ‘we aspire
to sing with people rather than at them’.
There is also a revivalist tradition in Bradford on Avon which began in 2010. A small group
of friends including folk singers and musicians and community choir leaders decided to start a new
tradition and arranged for the choir leaders to teach the harmony parts of the carols to the choirs. A
band of musicians, both folk and classically trained, was formed to accompany the carols. This
differs from the arrangement in Leigh-on-Sea where a local folk band played for the event. The
carols are sung on three successive Sunday afternoons in December leading up to Christmas, each
in a different pub in the town. The repertoire includes some Sheffield carols, and carols from
Cornwall and Sussex as well as one or two wassails. Research was done into local carols from
Wiltshire and Somerset and some of these were also included. One or two well-known standard
carols such as ‘Ding Dong Merrily on High’ and ‘Silent Night’ and a few solos are included. Plans
for 2013 include teaching sessions open to the public to help spread familiarity with the basic tunes
of the carols.
Unusual carols are also being picked up by community choir leaders who teach them to their
choirs. Choir leaders who have a special interest in folk music, such as Sarah Morgan who runs the
Spotlight Singers at Andover and Winchester Community Choir or Carolyn Robson who runs
Petersfield and Alton Community Choirs, teach unusual carols to their choirs, and other choir
leaders are beginning to become aware of such carols and teach them to their members. For
example Alison Burns teaches her choirs a few ‘forgotten carols’ that she has researched.
Community choir leader Candy Verney, who is also one of the organisers of the Bradford-on-Avon
carols, has been teaching unusual carols to her choirs for many years and also runs a ‘Village Carols
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Day’ every December in which she teaches a mixture of different kinds of carols in harmony.
The aim and hopes of the creators of these new traditions are not only to enjoy singing the
old carols together, but that they will be continued by future generations who will keep the carols
alive. Court’s unpublished booklet includes a coda which ends on a hopeful note describing how
some of the old gallery carols have been revived and are being sung by a new generation. It reads
When the old self-contained village life was broken up by the new century, the customs of the waits faded
away. But the tradition was never really forgotten, it was handed down by a few who treasured it, the carols
were still sung in their homes, and one, ‘While Shepherds Watched’ was adopted by the town band in Watchet
and sung from time to time in Old Cleeve Church. Of recent years the custom, in a modest form, has been
revived and a new generation is singing the old tunes with vigour and enjoyment. Only time will tell, but it
may be that after sixty years of neglect they will again come into their own and win the popularity which, for
their Englishness, their melodiousness and their overflowing life, they so richly deserve.
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Conclusion

From the earliest times festive songs would have been sung to mark the turning of the year
and cheer people up in the middle of winter. Pagan traditions such as bringing holly and ivy into
the house became part of these festivities and are mentioned in many old carols. Magic was also
needed to ensure a good harvest, for fear of starvation. This resulted in the tradition of wassailing
which included songs sung from door to door to offer good luck in exchange for a sacrifice such as
food, drink or, later, money, which in turn led to the tradition of singing Christmas carols from door
to door. The Church made Christmas a midwinter festival so that the festivities would become
Christianised and therefore they would be able to have more control over them. In the thirteenth
century, the Franciscans brought the idea of Christmas carols to England that could be sung in a
secular informal setting as well as by church choirs. Christmas carols became so popular that
collections of them began to be produced in the sixteenth century almost as soon as printing
technology was available. However during the Reformation in the seventeenth century all festivities
including Christmas and carols were banned by the Parliament, although carols were kept alive by
being sung in secular social situations, such as people’s homes. After the Restoration carols and
other festivities gradually began to be restored.
In the early eighteenth century choirs were brought into parish churches to lead
congregational singing and galleries were erected to accommodate the choirs and musicians. New
Christmas carols were composed every year. However the choirs gained a great deal of control
over their music and tended to sing complicated polyphonic arrangements that the congregation
could not join in with. Eventually, in the mid nineteenth century the church authorities rebelled and
wanted more control so the choirs and musicians were disbanded and church organs were brought
in to replace the musicians.
The churches then introduced a whole new repertoire of carols and hymns for
congregational singing which are still sung today. These are a mixture of carols composed in the
nineteenth century, traditional English carols and adaptations of folk carols from other countries,
some of which were translations from the Latin carols of Piae Cantiones, a classic songbook of the
Scandinavian countries.
There are still a few living traditions in England where Christmas carols have been sung in a
social setting for generations. The most famous of these are the Sheffield carols which are sung in
pubs in villages in South Yorkshire and Derbyshire, and Padstow where carols are sung in the
streets. The Sheffield carollers can trace their roots back to eighteenth and early nineteenth century
gallery carols. However the people of Padstow have no record of where their carols originated, and
although the carols sung in Padstow and other places in Cornwall are thought by many to be
traditional, their style suggests that they may have started life as gallery carols that have been kept
alive via the oral tradition.
Unfortunately it will never be known what proportion of carols, whether traditional folk or
gallery carols, have been lost. We can only be aware of the relatively small number that were found
in old manuscripts, put into printed collections or survived through the generations via our few
remaining living traditions where they are sung in the pubs or around the streets. It seems likely
that the demise of traditional folk carols started with the gallery carols, because choir members
began to sing gallery carols instead of the old folk carols from door to door. William Sandys and
Davies Gilbert realised this and each produced collections of carols in the 1820s and 1830s in an
attempt to save them. The industrial revolution in the mid-nineteenth century, with its breaking up
of communities plus the availability of other forms of entertainment, led to the carol’s further
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decline. While the folk song collectors of the early twentieth century were only interested in
traditional carols which had no written sources (such as old manuscripts) the present day folklorists
have also discovered many gallery carols.
The Sheffield carols tradition plus the enormous amount of research that has been done in
recent years to unearth as many gallery carols as possible means that a great many have survived.
However a smaller proportion of ancient English traditional folk carols survived. This is partially
because they were passed down through the oral tradition and therefore, unlike gallery carols, there
were no manuscripts to be discovered. Folklorists Bob and Jacqueline Patten discovered many
gallery carols around the Exmoor area but very few traditional folk carols. The early song
collectors found relatively few folk carols compared to other folk songs, suggesting that many of
them had already been forgotten by the early twentieth century. As these song collectors were
racing against time they would have needed to concentrate on songs that were in most danger of
dying out. In which case perhaps Cecil Sharp was correct in concentrating on folk carols rather
than gallery carols after all, as time really was running out.
Of the carols from all traditions that have survived today there are not only a great many
books of collections but also archives on the internet, so at least now we can be sure that in future
our remaining carols are secure.
Bradley (1999:ix) sums up the whole history of carols in a nutshell when he says
Born out of late medieval humanism, carols were suppressed by Puritan zealots after the Reformation, partially
reinstated at the Restoration, sung by Dissenters and radicals to the distaste of the established churches in the
eighteenth century, rediscovered and reinvented by Victorian antiquarians and romantics, and rewritten in the
late twentieth century to fit the demand for social realism and political correctness.

However there is now a new chapter to the story of Christmas carols. At the moment there
seems to be a renaissance of unusual old carols, including gallery carols and folk carols. People in
different areas of England are creating their own traditions of singing these carols in pubs in their
own areas, and mixing traditional with gallery carols. These revivalist traditions are largely created
by people with an interest in folk music or early music, who enjoy informal community singing and
who have a desire to keep the carols alive. This is largely inspired by the interest in the Sheffield
carols and other living traditions such as that at Padstow. The standard carol repertoire is also
flourishing; for instance the Festival of Nine Lessons and Carols has never been more popular.
There is still one worrying question about the future of carols; that is whether over the years,
lack of religious belief will finally dampen people’s enthusiasm for singing the carols and put them
in greater danger of dying out. It is likely that most of the people who sing carols at present in a
secular environment do so for love of the music and have no religious commitment but are
undeterred by the texts. The fact that the story of the nativity, particularly the image of shepherds
and angels, has a charm about it that may appeal to believers and non-believers alike may help to
keep the carols alive. If this is the case there seems little doubt that people will still be singing what
remains of all the different varieties of carols long into the dim and distant future. Long may they
thrive.
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Appendix 1 - Sheffield Carol Singing Sessions
Local Carol Sings 2012
A list of sings for 2013 appears here at the end of October, and is updated throughout the season.
Sometimes planned sessions are cancelled, or other errors occur in this list. we'd like to this list to
be as accurate as possible, so if you see any errors, please accept our apologies, and e-mail us.
November
Thursday 15 November
8:30pm : Ecclesfield, Black Bull
Saturday 17 November
8:30pm : Oughtibridge, Travellers Rest
Sunday 18 November
12:00 noon : Worrall, Blue Ball
12:00 noon : Dungworth, Royal Hotel
Wednesday 21 November
8:00pm : Dungworth, Royal Hotel
Thursday 22 November
8:30pm : Ecclesfield, Black Bull
9:00pm : Harthill, Beehive
Saturday 24 November
8:30pm : Oughtibridge, Travellers Rest
Sunday 25 November
12:00 noon : Dungworth, Royal Hotel
12:00 noon : Worrall, Blue Ball
Monday 26 November
8:30pm : Lodge Moor, Sportsman
Wednesday 28 November
8:00pm : Dungworth, Royal Hotel
Thursday 29 November
8:30pm : Ecclesfield, Black Bull
9:00pm : Harthill, Beehive
Friday 30 November
8:30pm : Grenoside, Old Red Lion
9:30pm : Wharncliffe Side, Blue Ball (after pantomime in Brightholmlee Chapel)
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December
Saturday 1 December
10:00am : Grenoside Community Centre (Festival of Village Carols - sold out)
8:30pm : Oughtibridge, Travellers Rest
Sunday 2 December
12:00 noon : Worrall, Blue Ball
12:00 noon : Dungworth, Royal Hotel
12:30pm : Wharncliffe Side, Wharncliffe Arms
Monday 3 December
8:30pm : Lodge Moor, Sportsman
Tuesday 4 December
8:00pm : Low Bradfield, Plough
8:30pm : Nether Green, Rising Sun (Loxley Silver Band)
Wednesday 5 December
8:00pm : Dungworth, Royal Hotel
8:00pm : Thurlstone, The Huntsman
8:30pm : Wadsley, Rose and Crown
Thursday 6 December
7:00pm : Sheffield, Forge Valley School (Loxley Silver Band, Worrall MVC)
8:00pm : Ecclesfield, Black Bull
9:00pm : Harthill, Beehive
Friday 7 December
7:30pm : Oughtibridge, Zion Chapel (Oughtibridge Brass Band)
8:30pm : Grenoside, Old Harrow
9:00pm : Wharncliffe Side, Blue Ball
Saturday 8 December
8:30pm : Oughtibridge, Travellers Rest
Sunday 9 December
12:00 noon : Worrall, Blue Ball
12:00 noon : Dungworth, Royal Hotel
12:30pm : Wharncliffe Side, Wharncliffe Arms
8:00pm : Castleton, George
8:30pm : Crosspool, Sportsman (Loxley Silver Band)
Monday 10 December
8:00pm : Wadsley, Wadsley Church Hall (with Humble Swain)
8:30pm : Lodge Moor, Shiny Sheff (Stannington Brass Band)
8:30pm : Lodge Moor, Sportsman
Tuesday 11 December
8:00pm : Low Bradfield, Plough
9:30pm : Oughtibridge, Pheasant Inn (Oughtibridge Brass Band)
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Wednesday 12 December
7:00pm : Stannington, Knowle Top Chapel (Loxley Silver Band)
8:00pm : Dungworth, Royal Hotel
8:00pm : Eyam, Mechanics Institute
8:30pm : Wadsley, Rose and Crown
8:45pm : Beeston, The Crown Inn
Thursday 13 December
8:00pm : Ecclesfield, Black Bull
8:30pm : Bretton, The Barrel
8:30pm : Lodge Moor, Sportsman (Loxley Silver Band - West Band)
9:00pm : Harthill, Beehive
Friday 14 December
7:30pm : Sheffield, Sacred Heart Church (Oughtibridge Brass Band)
8:30pm : Grenoside, Old Harrow
9:00pm : Wharncliffe Side, Blue Ball
Saturday 15 December
3:30pm : Foolow Village Hall
8:30pm : Oughtibridge, Travellers Rest
Sunday 16 December
12:00 noon : Worrall, Blue Ball
12:00 noon : Dungworth, Royal Hotel
12:30pm : Wharncliffe Side, Wharncliffe Arms
5:30pm : Castleton, chapel
8:30pm : Dore, Dore Moor Inn (Loxley Silver Band)
8:30pm : Stannington, Crown and Glove (Stannington Brass Band)
Monday 17 December
8:30pm : Lodge Moor, Shiny Sheff (Loxley Silver Band - West Band)
8:30pm : Lodge Moor, Sportsman
9:00pm : Hathersage, Millstone Inn
Tuesday 18 December
8:00pm : Low Bradfield, Plough
8:30pm : Stannington, Peacock Inn (Stannington Brass Band)
8:30pm : Wadsley, Rose and Crown (Loxley Silver Band)
8:30pm : Bamford, Yorkshire Bridge Inn
Wednesday 19 December
7:30pm : Eyam, Mechanics Institute
8:00pm : Dungworth, Royal Hotel
8:30pm : Crookes, Ball Inn (Loxley Silver Band - West Band)
8:30pm : Wadsley, Rose and Crown
9:00pm : Hathersage, Plough Inn
Thursday 20 December
5:00pm : Shepley, Farmers Boy
8:00pm : Sheffield, The Greystones
8:00pm : Ecclesfield, Black Bull
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8:30pm : Lodge Moor, Sportsman (Loxley Silver Band - West Band)
8:30pm : Bretton, The Barrel
9:00pm : Harthill, Beehive
Friday 21 December
7:30pm : Bradfield, Village Hall
8:30pm : Grenoside, Old Red Lion
8:30pm : Stannington, Holly Bush (Stannington Brass Band)
8:30pm : Bamford, Yorkshire Bridge Inn
8:30pm : High Bradfield, Old Horns (Loxley Silver Band)
9:00pm : Wharncliffe Side, Blue Ball
9:00pm : Hathersage, Scotsmans Pack
Saturday 22 December
8:30pm : Oughtibridge, Travellers Rest
8:30pm : Bents Green, The Hammer and Pincers (Loxley Silver Band)
Sunday 23 December
12:00 noon : Dungworth, Royal Hotel
12:00 noon : Worrall, Blue Ball
12:30pm : Wharncliffe Side, Wharncliffe Arms
9:00pm : Hillsborough, Hillsborough Hotel
Monday 24 December
1:00pm : Worrall, Blue Ball
8:00pm : Low Bradfield, Plough
Tuesday 25 December
9:45am : Stannington village (Stannington Brass Band)
12:00 noon : Worrall, Blue Ball
12:00 noon : Wharncliffe Side, Wharncliffe Arms
7:00pm : Foolow village tour
Wednesday 26 December
9:45am : Stannington village (Stannington Brass Band)
12:00 noon : Denby Dale, Dunkirk (time not confirmed - contact venue)
12:00 noon : Dungworth, Royal Hotel
12:00 noon : Bolsterstone, Castle Inn (Deepcar Brass Band)
12:00 noon : Grenoside, Old Harrow (after sword dance)
12:30pm : Wharncliffe Side, Wharncliffe Arms
1:00pm : Dore, Devonshire Arms
1:00pm : Handsworth, Cross Keys (after sword dance)
1:00pm : Low Bradfield, Plough
Friday 28 December
12:00 noon : Hathersage, Little John
7:45pm : Grenoside Community Centre (Carol concert; mulled wine at 7.15pm)
Saturday 29 December
8:30pm : Froggatt, Grouse
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Appendix 2 - Absent-mindedness in a Parish Choir
From Life’s Little Ironies by Thomas Hardy

It happened on Sunday after Christmas - the last Sunday they played in Longpuddle church gallery,
as it turned out, thought they didn't know it then. As you may know, sir, the players formed a very
good band - almost as good as the Mellstock parish players that were led by the Dewys, and that's
saying a great deal. There was Nicholas Puddingcome, the leader, with the first fiddle; there was
Timothy Thomas, the bass-viol man; John Biles, the tenor fiddler; Dan'l Hornhead, with the serpent;
Robert Dowdle, with the clarionet; and Mr Nicks, with the oboe - all sound and powerful musicians,
and strong-winded men - they that blowed. For that reason they were very much in demand
Christmas week for little reels and dancing parties; for they could turn a jig or a hornpipe out of
hand as well as ever they could turn out a psalm, and perhaps better, not to speak irreverent. In
short, one half-hour they could be playing a Christmas carol in the squire's hall to the ladies and
gentlemen, and drinking tay and coffee with 'em as modest as saints; and the next, at the Tinker's
Arms, blazing away like wild horses with the 'Dashing White Sergeant' to nine couple of dancers or
more, and swallowing rum-and-cider hot as flame.
Well, this Christmas they'd been out to one rattling randy after another every night, and had got next
to no sleep at all. Then came the Sunday after Christmas, their fatal day. 'Twas so mortal cold that
year that they could hardly sit in the gallery; for though the congregation down in the body of the
church had a stove to keep off the frost, the players in the gallery had nothing at all. So Nicholas
said at morning service, when 'twas freezing an inch an hour, "Please the Lord I won't stand this
numbing weather no longer; this afternoon we'll have something in our insides to make us warm, if
it costs a king's ransom."
So he brought a gallon of hot brandy and beer, ready mixed, to church with him in the afternoon,
and by keeping the jar well wrapped up in Timothy Thomas's bass-viol bag it kept drinkably warm
till they wanted it, which was just a thimbleful in the Absolution, and another after the Creed, and
the remainder at the beginning o' the sermon. When they'd had the last pull they felt quite
comfortable and warm, and as the sermon went on - most unfortunately for 'em it was a long one
that afternoon - they fell asleep, every man jack of 'em; and there they slept on as sound as rocks.
'Twas a very dark afternoon, and by the end of the sermon all you could see on the inside of the
church were the parson's two candles alongside of him in the pulpit, and his spaking face behind
'em. The sermon being ended at last, the pa'son gie'd out the Evening Hymn. But no quire set about
sounding up the tune, and the people began to turn their heads to learn the reason why, and then
Levi Limpet, a boy who sat in the gallery, nudged Timothy and Nicholas, and said, "Begin! begin!"
"Hey? What?" says Nicholas, starting up; and the church being so dark and his head so muddled he
thought he was at the party they had played at all the night before, and away he went, bow and
fiddle, at 'The Devil among the Tailors', the favourite jig of our neighbourhood at the time. The rest
of the band, being in the same state of mind and nothing doubting, followed their leader with all
their strength, according to custom. They poured out that there tune till the lower bass notes of 'The
Devil Among the Tailors' made the cobwebs in the roof shiver like ghosts; then Nicholas, seeing
nobody moved, shouted out as he scraped (in his usual commanding way at dances when the folk
didn't know the figures), "Top couples cross hands! And when I make the fiddle squeak at the end,
every man kiss his pardner under the mistletoe!"
The boy Levi was so frightened that he bolted down the gallery stairs and out homeward like
lightning. The pa'son's hair fairly stood on end when he heard the evil tune raging through the
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church, and thinking the quire had gone crazy he held up his hand and said: "Stop, stop, stop! Stop,
stop! What's this?" But they didn't hear'n for the noise of their own playing, and the more he called
the louder they played.
Then the folks came out of their pews, wondering down to the ground, and saying: "What do they
mean by such wickedness! We shall be consumed like Sodom and Gomorrah!"
And the squire, too, came out of his pew lined wi' green baize, where lots of lords and ladies
visiting at the house were worshipping along with him, and went and stood in front of the gallery,
and shook his fist in the musicians' faces, saying: "What! In this reverent edifice! What!"
And at last they heard'n through their playing, and stopped.
"Never such an insulting, disgraceful thing - never!" says the squire, who couldn't rule his passion.
"Never," said the pa'son, who had come down and stood beside him.
"Not if the Angels of Heaven", says the squire (he was a wickedish man, the squire was, though
now for once he happened to be on the Lord's side) - "not if the Angels of Heaven come down", he
says, "shall one of you villainous players ever sound a note in this church again; for the insult to me,
and my family, and my visitors, and the parson, and God Almighty, that you've a-perpetrated this
afternoon!"
Then the unfortunate church band came to their senses, and remembered where they were; and 'twas
a sight to see Nicholas Puddingcome and Timothy Thomas and John Biles creep down the gallery
stairs with their fiddles under their arms, and poor Dan'l Hornhead with his serpent, and Robert
Dowdle with his clarionet, all looking as little as ninepins, and out they went. The pa'son might
have forgi'ed 'em when he learned the truth o't, but the squire would not. That very week he sent for
a barrel-organ that would play two-and-twenty psalm tunes, so exact and particular that, however
sinful inclined you was, you could play nothing but psalm-tunes whatsomever. He had a really
respectable man to turn the winch, as I said, and the old players played no more.

Illustration by Charles Green for "Absent-Mindedness in a Parish Choir",
pub. in Thomas Hardy's "Wessex Folk" (subsequently renamed "A Few Crusted Characters") in
Harper's New Monthly Magazine Vol. 81 (May 1891).
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Appendix 3 – Contents of the Data DVD
Folder: Recordings
Folder: Carols Sung in Bradford on Avon
Bradford on Avon ‘carol sings’ occur in the weeks leading up to Christmas in three pubs in the
town. The following recordings were made in The George At Woolley in 2011.
Dunster Carol (I Hear Along our Street)
Originally from Dunster in Somerset, this carol is still sung there to this day.
Nailsworth Beasts Song
Another carol from Somerset.
Sweet Chiming Bells
A setting of ‘While Shepherds Watched’ from Stannington in Yorkshire.
Folder: Carols Sung in Dungworth
Carol sings take place in the Royal Hotel in Dungworth, a village on the edge of Sheffield. The
sings happen every Sunday lunchtime from the first Sunday after Armistice Day to the last Sunday
before Christmas. These recordings were made in 2006.
Hark, Hark, Hark, Hark
A very typical carol from the Yorkshire repertoire. Note the coda at the end.
Jacob’s Well
Widely sung in carol sings in Sheffield and Derbyshire, it’s origins are obscure.
Liverpool
Another setting of ‘While Shepherds Watched’.
Pentonville
Yet another setting of ‘While Shepherds Watched’.
Folder: Videos
Folder: Carol Events
Bradford on Avon Carollers 2011
A performance of the Nailsworth Beasts Song in the George At Woolley.
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Old Harrow pub, Grenoside, Yorkshire
The singers perform the setting of ‘While Shepherds Watched’ called Pentonville.
Grenoside is only a few miles from Dungworth, and notable differences between the
performances of the two carols include the presence of the Grenoside Efficient String Band
at the Plough and Harrow as compared to the organist at Dungworth and also the
significantly slower pace at which the carol is taken in Grenoside.
Prince Albert Carollers
This video shows the Prince Albert Carollers away from their usual haunt at the Prince
Albert in Rodborough near Stroud and singing at the Star, Whiteshill. Snippets of a number
of carols are heard.
Royal Hotel, Dungworth
The video shows the people present singing Jacob’s Well.
Village Carol Festival, 2008
This weekend festival takes place every two years in Grenoside and is led by Professor Ian
Russell of Aberdeen University who has made a deep study of the Sheffield Carols tradition.
The Village Carol Festival attracts singers and musicians from all over the UK.
Folder: Television
Howard Goodall’s The Truth About Christmas Carols
This television programme was first broadcast on BBC 4 in 2009.
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